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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to give a decomposition of a weaker form of

continuity namely ng-continuity and rcga-continuity by introducing the

concepts of C, and K.-sets.
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L. Introduction

The decomposition of continuity is one of the many problems in general

topology. Tong [13] introduced the notions of A-sets and A-continuity and

established a decomposition of continuity. Also Tong [14] introduced the notion of
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B sets and B-continuity and used them to obtain another decomposition of continuity.

Ganster and Reilly [5] have improved Tong's decomposition result. Recently,

Dontchev, Przemski [4] and Rajamani [2] obtained some more decomposition of
continuity.

In this paper, we introduced the notions of q - sets, Cn* - sets and K. - sets,

K --sets to obtain decompositions of mg-continuity, contra-fig-continuity, 7rg-open

maps and nga-continuity. irga-open maps respectively.

2. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, X and I/ denote topological spaces (X,'c) and (Y,o)

respectively on which no separation axioms are assumed. If A is a subset of a

topological space (X,r) int I and cl(l) denote the interior and closure of A in a

topological space X. A subset,4 is said to be regular open if ,4 : intcl(l). The finite

union ofregular open sets is said to be n-open.

First we recall some definitions which are used in this paper.

Definition 2.1: A subset A of a topological space Xis said to be

(a) ng-closed [5] if cl(l) c U whenever A c U and U is zr-open in X.

(b) nga-closed [1] if acl(l) c tl whenever A c u and tl is n-open in X.

(c) rgcr-closed [11] if pcl(l) c {/whenever A c U andU is n-open inX.

(d) rg-closed [9] if cl(l) c U whenever A c. U and U is regular-open.

(e) g-closed [7] if cl(,a) c U whenever A c U and U is open.

(0 l-set [13] if A: G aF where G is open andFis regular-closed inX.

(g) B-set U4) it A: G n F where G is open and F is a /-set.

(h) t-set [14] if int A: intcl(l)

(i) o.-set [8] if int I : int(cl(int A))
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U) LC-set [31 if A: G n F where G is open and F is a closed set in X.

(k) C-set [12] if A: G nFwhere Gisg-openandFis al-setinX.

(1) C.-set t12l it A: G n F where G is rg-open and F is a /-set.

(m) C *-set Uzl it A: G n F where G is rg-open and li is a s--set in X.

Definition 2.2: A subset A of a topological spacexis said to be ng-open [5] (resp.

tr,sa-open, ngp-open, g-open, rg-open) if its complement X-A is ng-closed (resp.

;rg a-closed, rcgp-clo sed, g-clo sed, rg-closed).

Definition 2.3: A function/: x -> Y is said to be nga-continuous [2] (resp. ng-
continuous l5l, ngp-continuous [10]) ifl t(l) is nga-apen in X (resp. ,Eg,-open,

ngp-open) for every open set V of Y.

Definition 2.4 : Amapf : X + Y issaid to be nga-open-map (resp. ngp-open map,
7Ig-open map) if/(t) is nga-open in I resp. figp-ope\ ng-open) for every open
set U is X.

Lemma 2.5: [5] A subset A of a space xis ng-open iff F c intl whenever F is
r-closed andFcA.

Lemma 2.6: l1l A subset A of a spacexis 7rg.o-open iff F c aintA whenever F is
r-closed andFcA.

Lemma 2.7:ll1] A subset Aof aspacexis Ttgp-openoffFcpintl whenever,Fis
n-closed and,FcA.

Lemma 2.82 ll2l Let A and B be subsets of a space x. rf B is a.-set then
aint(A nn): aintA nintB.

3. Weaker Sets

Definition 3.1: A subset S of (X,r) is called a

1. C,-set if S: G n Fwhere G is ng-open and Fis a r-set.

2. Cn.-set if S: G nFwhere G is ng-open and F,is a a.-set.
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3. .K^-set if S: G n F where G is rga-open and F is a l-set'

4. (.-set if S: G n Fwhere G isrga-open and,Iris a a.-set'

Proposition 3.2:

1. Every I set is Co-set

2. Every C set is Cn-set

3. Every C set is C..-set

4. Every Cn -set is Cn--set

5. Every Cn -set is K*-set

6. Every Cn -set is K,--set

7. Every C, -set is C,-set

8. Every C,--set is K,--set

9. Every K- -set is Kn--set

Proof : Straight forward

Converse of the above need not be true as seen in the following examples.

Example 3.3: Let Y ={a,b,c\,t :{$,X, {,,b\\

A: {a,c} is a Cn-set, C-.-set but neither a B set nor a C-set'

Example 3.4: Let y ={a,b,c,d\,t = {O,X{o},{t,'\,{",U,"\\

A:{c,d}isaCn.-set,Kn--set.C,-set.C,--setbutneitherCo-setnorK*-set'

Exampte 3.5: Let y = {a,b,c,cl}l ={0,x, {"},b,d\,{o,c,a},{a\,{*,d}}

A: la,b,rt\ is K^-set, Ko--set but not Cn-set, C".-set, C.--set' C-set
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Remarks 3.6: K*and C 
- 

are Independent concepts follows from example 3.4 and 3.5.

Remark 3.7: Knand C*. are Independent concepts follows from example 3.4 and 3.5.

Proposition 3.8: If S is a nga-open set, then S is a K -set, K^--set.

Proof: Obvious

However the converse of the above need not be true as seen in the following
example.

Exampte 3.9: Let X ={a,b,c},r:{q,X{o},{O},{a,t}}. Then A : {r} is K^,
Kn--set but not t:ga-open. .:

The above discussion are summarised by the following diagram

C-set

Cr*-set

Kr*-se t

44
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Proof: Since I is K,-set, A: G, n F, where G, is nga-open and F, is t-set' B is a

K^-set * B : G, a Frwhere G, is nga-open and F, is /-set. Since intersection of

two figcr-open sets is zcga-open and intersection of /-sets is t-set it follows that

A a B is a K,-set in X.

Remark 3.11: l. The Union of two K,-sets need not be a Kn-set in X'

2. The Complement of a K*-set need not be K*-set'

Example 3.12: In example 3.4,A: {o,"} and B : {d\ are (*-sets. AvB: {a,cd\
is not K,-set.

Example 3.13: In example 3.4, X-{o,"} : {bd} is not K.-set

Proposition 3.14: Let A and B be C,-sets is X. Then I n B is C -sets is X

Proof: Straight forward

Remark 3.15: The union of two Cn-sets need not be Cn-set and the complement of

Cn-sets need not be C, -set follows from example 3 -12 and 3. 13.

4. Weaker Forms of ContinuitY

Definition 4.1: A function .f : X -> I is said to be Cn-continuous (resp. Cn.-

continuous, K,-continuous, K,*-continuous) if f-t(n is a Cn-set (resp. Cn--sel, Kn'

set, Kn--set) for every open set V in Y.

Proposition 4.2:

l. Every C,-continuous function is Cn--continuous

2. Every Cn-continuous function is r(n-continuous

3. Every K^-continuous function is K^.-continuous

4. Every C*.-continuous function is K --continuous

Proof: Obvious

The converses of above need not be true as can be seen from the following examples.
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- ,i -- .r.' =t,a.b.c,clj,r = {0,X, {"},\t,r\,{a,b,r}\,o ={4,X,{r,a}}
- r. o be the identity mapping.

- : . ".: r.,us but not Cn-continuous.

:! .r : .. . t- :',a.b. c, d\, t : {p, x,{a},{d},{a, d},lc, a\,{o"c, d\} . o =$, X,{a,b,d}} ana

illf, : f e the identity mapping. Then/is K^-continuous but not C"-

{5: tet X : {a,b,c,d\,, = {0,X,{o\,{b,r\,{a,b,c}}," : {6,x ,{c,a'\,{cl\
: - r. o) be the identity mapping. Then/is Kn.-continuous but not K;

.r r i ' .: .\.=),a.b.c,cl\,1=lp,X,\a\,{a},{a,d}{c,d},{a,c,d}\ o={4,X,{a,b,d\,{a\\ and

- :: rhe identity mapping.

,- '.. but not q--continuous.

. : :r; srmmarized by the following implications:

= C-.-continuityr.
ilw

= K-.-continuityr

: - -\.. --) )'is said to be K,-open (resp. Cn-open, C*--open, K,.-
.:: .- : rresp. C,-set, Cn.-set, K".-set) for each open set U in X.

r !. -- r',r:r - r !'-) l'is said to be contra-ngacontinuous (contra-figp-
-. :-:_.--J,rntinuous) itf t(V) is nga-closed in X(resp. ngp-closed,

-:- l:.n Set l'in Y.

"1; - .. ---.:l.l-: ,Y -; I'is said to be contra-K*-continuous. (resp. contra-

,"-,::-C--'-continuous, contra-Kn--continuous) it f '(n is K,-set
-: ;"_'-set) for every closed set /in I.
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5. Decomposition of ng-continuity

T'heorem 5.1: A subset S of X is

1. ng-open iff it is both irgp-open and C^-set in X.

2. ng-open ifT it is both nga-open and Cn-set in X.

3. ng-open iff it is both nga-open and C-.-set in X.

1. Proof: Necessity is trival"

Sufficiency: Assume that S is both ngp-open and C -set in X.

By assumption, s is a cn-set in x= s - A nB where I is ag-open and ^B is a r-set.

S is rgp-open and F c S = Fc pint S c int8

A is rcg-open and .F c S c .4 = F inta [5]

Hence F c int A n intB - int(A n B) : intS"

f{ence S is rg-open

2. Proof: Necessity is trivial

Sufficiency: Let .S be both ,rg.a-open and C,-set in X.

Since Sis a Cn-set, S : A aB wherel is ng-open and B is a t-set.

Since S is nga-open, F c S + F' ca int S c intB

A is ng-open and F c S c A + F c inL4. Hence

Fc inL4 n intB : int{An B) : intS.

3. Proof: Necessity is trivial

Sufficiency: Assume S is both nga-open and C .-set in X.

Since S is C --set 
in X, S : A r-tB wherel is zrg-open and B is a--set in X.

Since S is ngrx-open, Fc 
^S + l-c a int 

^S c intB

I is rcg-open and Fc sc A =+ F cintA. Hence F c int A etintB: ints.
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I !t ri-i'rl 5.2; A nrapping./ : X+ I'is

:,i-contirruous iff it is both rcgTr-continuous and Cn-continuou-s

- ::-continuous iff it is tloth rga-continuous and Cn-colitinuous

-r ;lg-continuous iff it is both nga-continuous and Cn.-continuous

Proof: fbllou,s from theorem 5.1

Iheorem 5.3: A rlap-/: X -+ I is

48

i. ng-open iff it is both rgp-open and Cn-openx,

2. ng-open iff it is both rga-open and C,-open,

3. tg-open itf it is both rcgc-open and Cn"-open

Proof: lollorvs from theorem 5.1

1 . Contra: rcg-continuous iffy' is both contra-rugp-continuous and contra-Cn-

continuous : i:.,

2. Contra- ng-continuous iff/ is both contra-nga-continuous and contra-C--

continuous

3. Contra-ng-continuous iff./is both contra-nga-continuous and contra-C-''-

continuous

Proof: follows from theorem 5.1

6. Decomposition of rcgn-continuity

,,Den rnaps and contra-rcga-continuity.

Theorem 6.1: A subset S ofXis
(a)nga-open iff it is both ngp-open and a K -set

(b)rga-open iff it is both 7r.qp-open and a Kn--set

hrFh**".
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Proof: Necessity : Let S be rcga-open.

For any subset A of X, int A c aint A c p intA.

Since.l is ngc-open, F c S + F c o int ^S 
c. pintS + S is rugp-open.

Since S :,S rr Xwhere S is zgo-open and Xis a f-set, S is a K*-set.

Sufficiency: Let 
^S 

be both tlgp-open and a K*-set.

Since.S is a K"-set, S : A n-B where A is nga-open and B is a /-set Since S

is zgp-open , F c S =r F c p int S : S n int cl(,S) c int-B. A is rga-open and

Fc S c A = F c_ aintl. Therefore F c ointl n int B c aint (l n B) c aint s.

(b) Proof: Similar rs (a)

Theorem 6.2: A mapf : X+ Iis
(a) rgo-continuous iff it is ngp-continuous and Ko-continuous

(b) rgo-continuous iff it is figp-continuous and r(n'-continuous

Proof: Follows from theorem 6.1

Theorem 6.3: A mapf : X+ Iis

(a) rga-open iffit is ngp-open and K"-open

(b) rga-open iffit is ngp-open and K"--open

Proof: Follows from theorem 6.1 I

Theorem 6.42 Amapf :X+ Iis
(a)Contra-ngc-continuous iffit is both contra-ngp-continuous and contra-K,-

continuous

(b)Contra-rga-continuous iffit is both contra-ngp-continuous and contra-K"'-

continuous

Proof: Follows from theorem 6.1
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